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Dear Friends, 

Last month, we announced a new house party concept but based in churches. The idea is to connect the new project 

with mission-minded churches across the state and partner with them in reaching the Dalit and the low-caste of India. 

We will do this by first building a relationship with local churches and seeking permission to hold an event for twenty to 

a hundred people. We need to coordinate with them to promote the event. These ‘house parties’ will be very much like 

the home version we have done in the past with a video presentation, a speaker and an authentic Indian meal. We have 

officially named these events “Taste India.”  

Ideally, we would like to have four independent teams with a presenter, someone to set up 

the video, a person to contact the churches, and volunteers to serve food or to help guests 

check in. If you’re interested in volunteering, please send Mic McDaniel an email at 

Mic@globalhelpsnetwork.org. The goal is to host two Taste India events a month, for the 

next six months. We have the beginnings of the first team, and all we are looking for now is a 

few volunteers to help with food before we are ready to reach out to the first church. These 

events have the potential to surpass the India Discovery Fair. We are excited about the     

connections we will make and where the event might head in the future. 

Another exciting project that we launched in January is a coaching program for low-caste 

students in India. Even when parents in rural areas can afford to send their children to school, the drop out rate is high. 

Bullying and discrimination based on caste is a common problem in the public school system. Teachers will often do very 

little to stop it. Many children drop out of school before 5th grade, which only reinforces the bias against the low-caste 

as hopeless illiterates. We believe every child has the potential to thrive in school and we want to work with these      

students to help them understand their studies and at the same time provide a safer learning environment. 

The purpose of coaching is more than making a child literate and protecting them, however. Education adds rationality 

to ones thinking and increases self-sufficiency.  

Along with teaching on subjects like English, math, and science, our staff will be modeling ethics and moral values from 

Biblical principles. Every session, the coaching center will start with prayer followed by two hours of interactive classes 

to about twenty kids. All of our staff our qualified Christian teachers. They will help them in their studies, and every day 

choose one subject to teach. Books and notebooks will be reused from the course materials that they are studying in 

school. Our staff will also organize some games which will increase literacy and math skills. There will be no cost to    

students or their parents.  

To learn about supporting this project and other ministries, contact Mic McDaniel at Mic@globalhelpsnetwork.org. 

 

 

Michael Eash 
Global Helps Network Team 

Our Motivation 

Jesus said, ‘Let the little children 

come to me, and do not hinder 

them, for the kingdom of heaven 

belongs to such as these’. Also in 

Mathew 25, Jesus will reply, ‘I tell 

you the truth, whatever you did 

not do for one of the least of 

these; you did not do for me’. 


